HUDSON VALLEY REGIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW
MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 20, 2024

FIRST HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2023-0238
THE PETITIONER IS: JP MORGAN CHASE & CO.

- MOTION: MEGAN SMAILER
- SECOND: JANE SLAVIN
- RELIEF: GRANTED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:

  YAY MARCO GENNARELLI, CHAIRMAN
  YAY SHAHIN BADALY
  YAY JANE SLAVIN
  YAY MEGAN SMAILER
  YAY MARK CAVANAUGH (ATTENDING REMOTLEY, NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

SECOND HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2024-0072
THE PETITIONER IS: CARAMOOR CENTER FOR MUSIC & THE ARTS

- MOTION: MEGAN SMAILER
- SECOND: SHAHIN BADALY
- RELIEF: GRANTED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:

  YAY MARCO GENNARELLI, CHAIRMAN
  YAY SHAHIN BADALY
  YAY JANE SLAVIN
  YAY MEGAN SMAILER
  NAY MARK CAVANAUGH (ATTENDING REMOTLEY, NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)
THIRD HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2024-0036
THE PETITIONER IS: GERALDINE SOVAK, TRUSTEE
• MOTION: MEGAN SMAILER
• SECOND: JANE SLAVIN
• RELIEF: GRANTED WITH CONDITIONS

Vote:
  _YAY__MARCO GENNARELLI, CHAIRMAN
  _YAY__SHAHIN BADALY
  _YAY__JANE SLAVIN
  _YAY__MEGAN SMAILER
  _YAY__MARK CAVANAUGH (ATTENDING REMOTLEY, NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

FOURTH HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2024-0071
THE PETITIONER IS: ADRENE SMITH
• MOTION: MEGAN SMAILER
• SECOND: SHAHIN BADALY
• RELIEF: DENIED

Vote:
  _YAY__MARCO GENNARELLI, CHAIRMAN
  _YAY__SHAHIN BADALY
  _YAY__JANE SLAVIN
  _YAY__MEGAN SMAILER
  _YAY__MARK CAVANAUGH (ATTENDING REMOTLEY, NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

FIFTH HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION NO. 2024-0074
THE PETITIONER IS: YISROEL OSTRECHER
• MOTION: MEGAN SMAILER
• SECOND: JANE SLAVIN
• RELIEF: DENIED

Vote:
  _YAY__MARCO GENNARELLI, CHAIRMAN
  _YAY__SHAHIN BADALY
  _YAY__JANE SLAVIN
  _YAY__MEGAN SMAILER
  _YAY__MARK CAVANAUGH (ATTENDING REMOTLEY, NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)